WATSON

Travel Agent

An app that uses IBM’s AI, Watson™ to make
automated travel suggestions based on individual
and group preferences, orchestrating the perfect
trip for all involved.
WHEN

Cognitive Build competition (Jan 2016 - August 2016)
World of Watson (Jan 2017)

ROLE

UX, Visual design and branding lead

TEAM

Interdisciplinary team of 20 inc. developers, offering managers, and consultants.

P E R S O N A - A DA M / M E G A N , M i l e n n i a l Tr a ve l e r
The business and development sides of the team came to the table with the general idea of creating a
cognitive travel app that would make traveling ‘easier’ - I helped guide that conversation to focus on a more
specific user. From our reserch, we learned that in the US alone, milennials spend about $2B every day on
travel; so we decided to craft an experience around a well traveled, adventurous milennial user.
While this persona drove the creation of the original MVP, we found that the final solution is flexible enough
to accommodate different types of travelers - from families to the business traveler.

T H E P R O B L E M - I d e n t i f y i n g PA I N P O I N T S
We focused on three main pain points before and during a potential trip.

Coordinating group travel is difficult, esp. getting a group to commit to a basic itinerary.
After writing out different user stories and scenarios, this pain point presented itself as a “bang for your buck” issue.
This problem is at the heart of the difficulty in planning group travel because it’s the most basic thing that needs to
happen before flights are booked and calendars are blocked. Plus, They have an overwhelming amount of information
to make every decision.. in average they visit 38 different sites before booking travel. Later in 2016, i saw this issue first
hand as a group of friends and I coordinated a trip to Colorado, with multiple google docs and less-than-productive
weekend “meetings” over snacks and beers.

Young travelers want a unique “authentic” experience tailored to their preferences, not
something pre-packaged or ‘one-size fits-all’
Many young people today are turning back to analogue media (records, printed zines, polaroid cameras), which is
rooted in an attitude of searching for authenticity in a digital age. This worldview pervades other aspects of their lives,
including their travel habits; beyond iconic locations (The Eiffel tower, the Colosseum, etc.) milennials are looking for
experiences tailored to their individual tastes. As we looked into our competitors, we realized that this means a lot of
scrolling through instagram and travel sites/generic aggregates.

No trip is perfect - users need options when the unexpected interferes with their plans.
While the previous pain points address the idea of structrure, this one has to do with flexibility. Everyone wants to be
able to maximize their time when they’re on vacation, because the majority of people have a limited amount of time
off. That said, there’s no bigger bummer than inclement weather or other unforseen accidents putting a hiccup in your
plans - we decided that our app needed to function as a collection of alternate plans.

ABOVE: A final screenshot from the app shows
how these pain points drove specific innovations
(Craving authentic experiences, and coordinating
with others).

U S E R S C E N A R I O - W h a t ’ s t h e u s e c a s e?
Our main user scenario was around our persona going on a ski trip: “Our user takes 2 to 3 ski
trips with his friends annually; but it's always difficult to round up a group who will commit to
the trip, and once there, it’s hard to do things that make everyone happy.”
This scenario led to the idea of a collaborative, flexible itinerary - using Watson to make
personal and group suggestions — orchestrating the perfect trip for all involved, no matter the
circumstances.

(RIGHT: an early whiteboard flow)

M E T H O D S - W hy a n a p p ?

1

The user connects their social media and Watson makes a composite
profile of their preferences.

2

They are then presented with locations that are best ‘matches’

3

They can invite a group of friends to join this trip for a selected amount
of time, get those friends to confirm their attendance.

4

Once all parties are committed, the user is presented with a more
specific list of potential activities and points of interest that match their
personal preference profile or the composite group profile.

5

Items from these lists are saved in the form of two itineraries: group and
personal.

Ordinarily when I come onto a project, I like to discern
the most appropriate method to deliver a solution after
identifying the user and outlining the problem. In addition to digital solutions like apps, services, social media
campaigns, community events, etc. are all equally valid
ways of solving a users pain points.

still believe that an app was the right way to deliver this
solution to our users. In order to connect our users, their
interests, and aggregate compound results, an app was
the best possible way to tap into information centers that
already hold this kind of data.

All participants in the IBM Cognitive build challenge were
required to create an app that made use of WATSON’s
cognitive API’s; despite this being a key requirement, I

ABOVE: Early flows and wireframes

SCOPE & SKETCHES
Iterations and reframing

For the IBM Cognitive Build Challenge, we delivered
rough visuals and UX. After doing so well in that competition, we were encouraged to show an updated, working prototype at the World of Watson conference.
In this leg of the project, I served as the the lead UX and
visual designer. Additionally, we teamed up with another
group who had a lot of experience working with Watson’s

Personality Insights API. In scaling down this vision to
execute it on a tight deadline, the apps new focus was
less on the collaborative itinerary idea and more on
making the best compound suggestions for 2 users who
are planning a trip together.

HIGHLIGHTS - High-Fidelit y Designs(With Commentary)
(Full Click-through coming soon)

App icon and splash screen
This logo had to be designed before the
official name was finalized, so that prevented
me from creating an official logotype. Instead, I
opted to create a visual logo, which was
inspired by the original portable travel: a ship
in a bottle. This turned into a fun theme that
carries throughout the other illustrations.

Watson Personality Insights™
After creating a composite of the users
preferences via the social media the user
connects, the Watson Personality API breaks
down the user’s personality into 4 categories.
Percentages are calculated based on where
the user falls on a spectrum of these qualities.
This data is also how the app makes cognitive
suggestions for the user.
This is accessible from the ‘profile’ icon
throughout the app.

Home search screen - two users
To make the prototype at World of Watson, we had to scale down our vision to
only accommodate two users. After adding a friend, the app tells the user what
they and their friend have in common, based on their personality insights; it gives
suggestions for the types of activities they could search for. The search bar itself
has a rotating list of suggestions, implying the level of sophistication that can be
used in the search.

Search results and individual results
The search results are ordered with the best matches at the top.
The dots rating system is carried over from TripAdvisor, reinforcing that this is where the items are sourced. The results
screen has reviews from users who have similar profiles to you.
All of this should help a user narrow down their options quickly!
*also, I love making jokes in body copy - you’ve been warned!

R E C E P T I O N - W O W i n g Wo r l d o f Wa t s o n

L O O K I N G F O R WA R D - W h a t n o w ?

Watson Travel Agent was selected as a top finalist at World of Watson!
Plus we had a lot of interest from potential partners to deliver our solution
to their large travel clients (including hoteliers and cruise lines), including
top executives from both inside and outside of IBM.

In the future, I’d like to work on the larger scale version of this project involving the
collaborative and individual itineraries. That would involve a lot of exciting, complicated
UX work. Hopefully the next iteration of this project after it’s picked up by an interested
stakeholder, will involve these upgrades.
I’d also like to take another look at the overall branding of the project, and the logo
again - Originally, these were created for the super-short World of Watson deadline, and
I was under a lot of pressure to get the developers something to work with as soon as
possible. Ideally I’d like to elevate the brand to something a little bit more aspirational
and upscale.
Overall, working on the Watson Travel app was an incredible learning experience. It was
definitely a sped up, quicker version of the IBM Design process, from consulting and
brainstorming to wire framing and branding. Parts of it were a bit of a trial by fire, but I
learned so much in the process and gained valuable experience in being a design leader
and facilitator. And, I’m so proud of the solution we delivered, and I’m looking forward
to its progress in the future!

